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Zündapp owners are a special group of people. The purpose of this publication is to
share information of interest and to foster the comradery of all who enjoy Zündapps.

Countdown to North American
Zündapp Rally II
September 12-14 will be here before you know it! So make your plans now
to join us for what is sure to be another history-making Zündapp event! I’m
hoping we’ll have a hundred Zündapps. But that’s not going to happen
without you! So be sure and join us for a weekend of great food, fireworks
and bonfires, live music, Zündapp slideshow presentations and local
Zündapp rides. But even if your bike isn’t running, bring it anyway! You
might get some helpful advice or even some volunteer hands-on wrenching.
Last year a number of Zündapps were awakened at the Rally for the first
time in years. Bring the family for a fun weekend on our farm! You’re sure
to meet some great people, make some new friends and maybe even learn
something you never knew about Zündapps! And remember, Zündapper’s
have more fun!
This is a non-profit event.
I front the expenses, but
need to break even with
your help and support!
If I don’t cover the
expenses, how will I ever
afford a full mil spec prewar Zündapp like this
beauty?

Contents
Page 2 Organizing your rebuild
Page 3 Take the bounce out of
your Bella- for safety sake
Page 5 Is the Saber really super?
Page 6 A jammed kicker!
Page 7 A well-spoken Zündapp

To pre register for the
Rally click here:
http://bit.ly/OoHy28

Motorcycles, Sidecar Outfits, Scooters, Automobiles, Outboard Motors, Lawn Mowers, Sewing
Machines, and more. Like today’s Honda Motor Company, Zündapp was more than a motorcycle
maker, they were a manufacturer of every motor-driven product the people wanted.
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“A Free Vintage Zündapp?”
As if you need another reason to attend the upcoming 2nd North
American Zündapp Rally, Kevin Johnson has arranged to raffle a free
Zündapp! Seems too good to be true, and
there is only one catch! While we can’t hold
you to it, the hope is that the winner will
keep the bike as an active runner: restore it
themselves, arrange to have it restored, or
sell it to a memb er of the Group. The hope
is someone doesn’t just flip it on eBay!
Speaking of eBay… let me take a little
editorial liberty, if you will, and say…the most important thing you
can do as a Zündapper is to help someone else get their Zündapp on
the road! So if you are selling parts or offering advice, share the spirit
of Zündapping! If you are reasonable, generous and kind, it will come
back to you a thousand fold! It can be somewhat painful to see the
prices some parts go for. Of course, consider the price of new BMW
parts and your perspective may change on that subject!

Kevin got his Shirt
together Hey, have you seen the Tshirt for the upcoming 2014 Rally? It is
fantastic… The black shirt with silver
printing is a reproduction of the Zündapp
steering-head ID Plate… Very cool! If you
haven’t pre-registered for this year’s Rally,
now is the time to do so. The preregistration discount is only good thru the
end of August. By the way, the same design
is also featured on this year’s Rally Pin!
kevinwalkerjohnson@gmail.com

!
One of the challenges of a restoration is keeping track of all
the parts. It is common during disassembly to use zip lock
bags to identify parts. Here is a little tip I use to speed the
final assembly process:
I make large photocopies of each page
in the parts book. I use old dresser
drawers, and egg crates to organize
parts by sub-assembly in individual
drawers (you could also use shallow
carboard boxes such beer cases).
This approach really helps me keep track of what parts are missing, need to be replaced or
refinished. And it greatly speeds the final assembly. There is nothing worse than getting half way thru the assembly of
a component only to find you are missing one piece to finish it.
– Warren
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If you have a parts
or service tip, please
share your knowledge!

Like a Barcalounger on Wheels
–Kevin

“I thought it rode the way it was supposed to. I sort of floated down the road like
driving an old Cadillac. I wallowed into the corners in the cushy lap of luxury.
But a series of bumps could be challenging!
My first Zündapp was a 1958 Bella 154K. I rode the
scooter as my commuter and it took me
everywhere. The ride of a Zündapp Bella is
fantastic. I was not an aggressive rider when I first
rode Zündapps. The western handlebars that were on
the 154 K and 153 K scooters that came to America
are high and not flat like the European bars. This
encourages the rider to keep their back straight or
even to lean back. It’s an Easy Rider kind of feel that
encourages the rider to relax, smell the flowers, enjoy
the ride and take in the view. It was “The American
Style” and almost every European maker put
high-rise bars of one form or another onto the
bikes they imported to the US of A. The original
seat is incredibly comfortable as well. Bellas are
heavy scooters and they feel substantial. The 12inch wheels make a huge difference over 8- or 10inch wheels on the Vespas. The scooter is well
balanced with a low, mid-line center of gravity. It
reminds me of driving an old 18-foot Cadillac.
I noticed when I hit a bump in the road, the bike
just seems to gently float above the waves like a
boat on the water. I noticed, however, when I
would hit a series of bumps it could be a little
unnerving – there was not a jarring effect in that
each bump is softened – the bike would continue
to softly bounce for a moment or two after hitting
the series of bumps. It's a feeling of floating.
When speaking with Al Yanus about this, I recall
telling him about how much I enjoyed the ride and
feel of the Bella. He paused in silence for a moment
and explained to me that this bounce I seemed to find
enjoyable is actually down-right dangerous!

Al is a great friend of mine and an original Bella
owner and rider dating back in the 1950s. I enjoy
visiting and riding with him in his Texas Hill country
town of Bulverde just north of San Antonio. He
explained to me that the problem with my bouncy
rear suspension is in the rear shock. He went on to
explain how easy it is to fix by simply replacing the
shock. When I asked where on earth I would find a
new shock for a Bella, Al explained that the
replacement shock is easily found for around $30-$40
online – I couldn't believe it! The replacement shock

is the same shock used on a Mini Cooper automobile
model from 1959-2000. I purchased my replacement
shocks through Mini Mania online (Minimania.com)
the item number is 442001 The shock retails for
around $39.95 The shock is called KYB shock
absorber.
Continues on page 8
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Call of The Zundapp!

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  – Warren

My interest in Zündapps began when I was in college at The University of Wisconsin. My first motorcycle back in
1970 was a BMW R-26. I towed it from Massachusetts to Northern Wisconsin by removing the front wheel and Ubolting the front axel to the rear bumper of my 1967 MGB-GT. Back at school after summer break, I was restoring
my little R-26 in between classes. OK – instead of going to classes. A college buddy had just returned from a
semester off in Europe. He had a very nice BMW/2, (an R60 or R69s), but he was full of animated stories about
riding Zündapps in Germany. “They are much faster than the BMW and really built.” I listened to David’s stories
with interest but had never heard of or seen a Zündapp. My interest was in BMWs and as The Vintage BMW Club
was being formed, I became a very early member. That summer, Cycle Guide Magazine published a story in the
series they were running about vintage bikes. They would make up a
story about a character who would most likely own a particular bike.
A dapper Zundapper from
This issue featured a bright red Zündapp KS 601 Sport and I finally got to
the Cycle Guide article.
see the renowned Zündapp my friend had spoken of.
Just a few days later, thumbing thru the pages of the Boston
WantADvertisier, there was a Zündapp for sale. I grabbed $500 and that
night Judy and I drove 50 miles to look at the Zündapp. I bought it on the
spot, in the dark, in the rain and rode it home. The bike is pictured here
on the left as it looked back
in 1974. And that is where
my Zündapp affliction
began. Soon another 601
was acquired. It was a
bobber with a bright shiny, all-chrome tank and alloy fenders. It was
a 1957 Super Sport with the engine stamped SS. Thankfully, the
original parts were included. I painted it dark green because I just did
not like the Zündapp factory colors. I later learned I also broke all the
rules by painting cream double stripes on it, (like my red 55 Sport had)
We used to motorcycle camp almost every weekend and I soon got
the bug for a sidecar so we could haul more gear. I answered an ad in The Boston Globe for a Steib outfit outside of
Providence, Rhode Island. We went down to see the sidecar to learn it was attached to yet another 601 Zündapp
SS. At that time, all I wanted was the sidecar but the seller would not split them up. So what else could I do but buy
the outfit? Arriving home I discovered it was in-sequence serial numbers to the other 1957 I had bought just months
before. We now had 3 running KS 601s and I was out of control! We rode our Zündapps hard and put them away
wet. The only time we were left stranded on the side of the road was about 10 miles from the house when the
original coil shorted out. (I replace the original coils with a modern-day twin-lead, 6-volt coil available from J&P Cycle for use
on early Harleys.)
We rode the sidecar outfit all year long and enjoyed taking it out during snowstorms! As the years went on, pulling
a sidecar took its toll; wearing out parts. I took parts off one bike to keep another on the road and searched old
dealers for any parts I could find. As the years slipped by, we backed way from motorcycles for other interests. I
parked the bikes and it was 20 years before we started riding again. Friends would ask, “What are you going to do
with those bikes and parts?” I would always say, “Someday when we retire, I will restore them.” And that is where
I am today; 3 years into retirement, and the third restoration is almost done.
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Make your own parts
Sometimes even the Zündapp
Fool does not have the part you
need! We all want original parts,
but it might be easier to make a
simple part than find them.
Needing 4 clamp halves for a set
of KS 601 crash bars, I bought some
flat stock at the local Tractor Supply
store and made up 4 clamps in less
than an hour.

Share with us any simple
fabrications you have made…
– Warren

So how Super is Zündapp Super Saber?	
  	
  	
  
“If you’re thinking of a 2-stroke Zündapp, I would suggest a 250cc Super Sabre. They were the last 250cc
Zündapp made and were bulletproof. When they came out in 1956 it was claimed they would do 80mph out of
the crate. They were awfully fast back in
their day. They went to electric start
around 1960. While electric start was
considered a desirable advancement (and
keeping up with the likes of Honda), I
prefer the original pre-electric-start Super
Sabers. The electric starts had a large,
heavy armature on the crank for the
electric start. That added mass slows the
engine response. Although once you get
rolling they may be a bit smoother then
the non-electric starts.
In 1960 the Super Saber was the number
one model sold in the U.S.”
Who knows where they have all gone?

One of Brian’s Zündapps seen at the Ohio meet!

Thanks for the Super Saber overview from Brian Kent!	
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James reminded me of this excellent article on the Zündapp Fools web site about
kick-start “lock up” written by Darrel Spinosi.
I’m sure this has happened to all of us… You put your foot
on the kick start lever and attempt to kick it down and it
refuses to budge. You try it again. If the result is the same
then we have a jam or “lock up.” The main business of the
kick-start mechanism is accomplished by interaction of the
large sector gear, connected to the kick-starter through
bevel gears, and the small ratchet gear connected to the
transmission main shaft. The “lock up” occurs when these
two gears fail to mesh smoothly. This is generally due to
inadequate lubrication and/or misalignment between the
two gears. Lubrication is essential for these gears to
function properly. The two gears need to be greased very
A KS 601 kicker.
thoroughly. When it jams, the tendency is to keep kicking
at the lever. The gears become deformed and chipped and
the problem just gets worse. I have proved the value of
lubrication to myself. I put a transmission on the
workbench and assembled the kick-starter with perfectly good gears and NO lubrication. I then depressed the
lever 30 times and got 15 jams! I disassembled it, greased the gears and again cycled the lever 30 times and I got
NO jams. I was amazed it made that much difference.
We know that the problem occurs when teeth of the two gears meet. We don’t always get a jam because the kickstarter teeth don’t always meet the small gear at the same place. There may only be one tooth that’s damaged or
they may hit directly on the pointed edge of a tooth from each gear. When a “lock up” or jam does occur, the
first thing to try is pulling in the clutch lever and put some pressure on the kick-start lever. If the problem isn’t too
bad the gears will go ahead and mesh with the load from the engine removed. We can then release the clutch
lever and proceed with our kicking. If repeated kicking is necessary, only allow the kick lever to come up threefourths of the way. This will keep the gears engaged and avoid the mesh process and the possibility of another
jam. If clutching doesn’t clear the jam the next step will be to shift into 2nd gear and roll the bike, with the clutch
engaged, forward or backward enough to cause the transmission main shaft to rotate a little. This will reposition
the small gear. We can now shift back to neutral and try kicking again. I think the best way to perform this
process is to move the lever until you feel the two gears make contact then apply only enough pressure till you
know the gears are meshed and you don’t have a jam, then kick it down the rest of the way. This will prevent
further damage to the gear teeth.
I believe all the small gears are the same but there are at least two different large sector gears. I refer to them as
“early” and “late” types. The “early” has the rivet stop placed 180 degrees opposite the open sector. The “late”
type has the rivet stop 90 degrees above the open sector. They are not interchangeable. Replacing these parts is
not a hard job but you may have to remove the rear wheel and fender to get the kick-start housing off.
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A Well-spoken Zündapp
In the first issue I shared with you a source I have been using for chrome plating. My hope is that some of you will chime in
and share some of your favorite vendors for this column. Let’s keep this to national vendors. In other words, your local body
shop, who may be doing a great job painting your bikes, won’t be too helpful to the group. So try and think in terms of vendors
that can support work nationwide.
For over 30 years I have known
of Buchanan Spoke & Rim in
California as a source for quality
stainless steel spokes. You can
get spokes and nipples from them
and build your own wheels. Or
you can ship your rims and hubs
to them. They also have a full
menu of services and extras. Over
the years I have restored three
Zündapp KS 601s that had
excellent original wheels. All they required was some clean up with the Dremmel tool and hand painting the
spokes. But this winter’s project was a bike that had been a stripped, rolling chassis for over 40 years. I have
moved the bike to 3 different houses and many storage areas. The bike was a true hulk; unfortunately it had no
tires on it and was rolled around on the bare rims. That being said, they started to clean up remarkably well and
were still pretty true. But on close examination I found several of the nipple holes had cracks radiating out of the
holes and about 3/16-of-an-inch into the rim. The cracks could have been repaired, but I decided to break down
and once and for all send off a set of wheels to Buchanan and let them do their magic. The cost of stainless spokes
is pretty reasonable, but when you need new rims and the old hubs need to be stripped of paint and then polished,
things start to get a bit expensive. I had tires, tubes and rim bands shipped to them so they could do the mounting.
The results are dazzling. In fact, when I unpacked the wheels I wanted to hang them on the wall over the fireplace
rather than put them on a bike! By the way, these are the late style KS 601 wheels from 1956 and ’57, so they have the
ribbed hubs. Very desirable wheels, and I figured, what the heck, I’d go for it this time.
– Warren
From the Domi
Racer Collection
of period
photographs was
found this gem...
A snap shot
taken during a
factory tour of a
staging area
during
assembly…

One of my favorite Scooters at the 2013 Rally
was this Mellow Yellow beauty with a set of
saddlebags that could pass for a factory option,
but I believe they came off a Honda.
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Continued from page 6

Like a Barcalounger on Wheels
The method of replacement involves removing the body
from the scooter. Removing the two nuts from the shock
absorber - one from the top and one from the bottom, on
the left side of the bike. Remove the top bolt and then
remove the shock – be sure to save the rubber bushings
from the original shock – which you might clean up with
ArmorAll or just soap and water.
The new shock needs to have the bushings removed. I do
this by drilling the rubber holding the bushing in place and
then working the bushing out. Again, a little ArmorAll
might help.

This rear shock replacement applies to all Zündapp
Bella scooters.
I hope this helps my fellow Zündappers, and in a
later issue of the Zündapper I hope to describe how
to rebuild the front shock absorber for a Zündapp
Bella swingarm version (which covers models
R201, R153, R154, R203, R204 and Bella 200).
Many thanks to Albert Yanus of Bulverde, Texas for his
ingenuity and his love of the Zündapp! –Kevin

Use the old rubber from the original shock, or you can
purchase new rubber. http://www.claussstudios.com . Greg
supplies a number of reproduction rubber parts for various
Zundapp models and is a great resource.
Then replace the shock. If you examine the old shock you
can somewhat confirm its condition. It should be difficult
to expand the shock in your hands. If there is not
significant resistance, the shock isn’t doing its job. The
result is when the springs are compressed they will bounce
back again and again. Most motorcycle shock absorbers
have a spring built into them, but the Bella shock is like an
automobile shock, it is a damper – the spring is separate.
The rear springs on the suspension of a Zündapp Bella
Scooter are what resist compressive movement. It is the
rear dampener on the left side that softens or dampens the
rebound upward expanding movement of the rear of the
bike. You can watch a video I made some years ago on
YouTube by clicking below:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbFtLLA77LI The factory parts book illustration here depicts the separate
spring, shock, rubber bushings and so forth… Click this link
below for a great Zundapp Suspension booklet:
SuspensionBrochure
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Share your Zündapp Story
And Experiences!
Tell us your story and recollections about riding and owning
Zündapps. Everyone has a story to tell, and we’d love to read
yours so please send in your story and photos. The Zündapper
cannot continue without your input! Photos and captions are
always great. Are you a new Zundapper? Tell us what drew
you to the bike or scooter you ride. Have you taken some
special trips on your Zündapp? We love to hear about it.
Do you have some helpful tips to share about repairing and
servicing your Zündapp? Or just some funny Zündapp stories?

A group of volunteers got this Bella up and running
at last year’s Rally. “It started when I loaded it on
the trailer but now it just won’t run!” A few beers and
carburetor cleaning got it started to the delight of the
owner who couldn’t stop smiling as he road around
the farm all afternoon! So bring what you got….
whether it runs or not, you might get the helping
hand you need!

Please give us your feedback on The Zündapper!
Kevin’s email address: kevinwalkerjohnson@gmail.com
Warren’s email address: wmannEmail@gmail.com

To pre register for the
Rally click here:
http://bit.ly/OoHy28

The easiest way to pre-register is to PayPal me at kevinwalkerjohnson@gmail.com and
PLEASE include a note on how many are coming and what bikes you might bring, whether
you plan to camp or hotel, AND WHAT SHIRT SIZE you want.
The cost of pre-registration is $60 per person (all inclusive with 6 meals and drinks!)
The cost at the door will be $100 per person.
Kids 12 and under are free BUT, PLEASE, PLEASE DO NOT BRING ANY PETS TO THE FARM…

Pre-registration will close Aug. 31, 2014.

If you’d prefer to MAIL, send a check with your shirt(s) size to:
Kevin Johnson, 3030 Cornstalk Rd., Waynesville, OH 45068
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